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A question
One of the things that disappoints me in today’s white nationalist
movement is that they are unwilling to pronounce value
judgments about homosexuality. When they interview overt
homos, just as Robert Stark recently interviewed James O’Meara
(who must never be confused with Michael O’Meara), the
questions are always respectful, as if Stark believes that the kind of
behavior that James promotes is perfectly okay.

Greg Johnson will soon publish James’s book The Homo and the
Negro for Counter-Currents (CC).

Johnson also included an essay of
James in another book, the
compilation of CC essays that has
been released today and that
contains no essay coming from the
pen of the one who, in my opinion,
was the best thinker among the
writers that Johnson published in
2009-2011: Michael O’Meara.

My question:

Do you think that people like James
are an asset to the movement? In
Stark’s interview last week James

mentioned his “wild boys,” the “heavy metal music” he loves,
“drug induced mysticism” and said that all of this is compatible
with “Aryan culture.” He also mentioned “androgyny”,
“hermaphrodites,” “sexual rituals,” and that “all these are roots of
Aryan culture.” James even spoke of “drugs creating Western
culture” and that “the great opponent of that is the Jew,” who has
hated “the horrible faggotry of paganism.”

(See my formal refutation of these sorts of claims in Gitone’s
magic.)

In the comments section I’ve already mentioned James’ blog,
Where the Wild Boys Are, with the arresting subtitle “Aryan
Futurism, Heavy Metal Entheogenic Mysticism, and Pitiless
Hordes of Adolescent Warriors in Rainbow Thongs.” Following
next is what I already said at that comments section of my blog,
some syntax corrected:

Who are the “warriors in rainbow thongs”? When
James linked Johnson’s interview in his blog, he used
a pic of a transvestite under the title “Shameless
Public Posturing.” I guess James is trying to say that
there’s nothing wrong with such posturing.

I consider myself fairly tolerant toward
homosexuality. But tolerance is restricted to the
homos who live discreet lives and keep their preferences in the
privacy of their homes. Overt transvestite behavior crosses the
line. And not only transvestism. Consider this:

James’ blog features the below image at the top of his blog (just as
I feature the face of Botticelli’s Venus above). Note the
blood/semen—whatever—running through the hairy legs,
presumably of a male with rainbow butts.

The Wild Boys is a novel about the
violent world of homosexual renegade
boys. It was authored by William
Burroughs, a well-known writer who
despite marrying a Jewess he picked
up boys in steam baths and moved in
a circle of homosexuals and
runaways. Something analogous
without the overt sexuality can be
said about the grotesque cheering
that, in the commentariat section of
CC, Jef Costello got for his review of
Fight Club: another nihilistic novel
written by another homosexual.

Am I living in a different cultural world from the one that white
nationalists inhabit? Like the monocausalists who cannot see that
Christian axiology is involved in the darkest hour of our
civilization, nationalists seem to be clueless about the fact that
some of them are part of the cultural movement that is driving our
civilization straight toward the abyss.

This is the pic advertised in James’ “About
Me” section of his blog. Does this look like a
white nationalist to you?

Even a child could easily grasp the idea that
nationalism means a nation for whites with
hetero men enjoying the privilege to woo
young females (see the first Max Parrish pic
that I advertise in this blog) and found large families: an
institution that, in the recent Stark interview, James seems to
abhor. Yes: both James and I suffered from abusive Catholic
upbringing. But unlike me James doesn’t seem to have come out
in one piece after such upbringing (cf. my essay, “A woman
chasing after her revenge” to see what do I mean).

Last February I watched a documentary of the Hassidic Jews in
New York. Guess what? They forbid among themselves the sort of
heavy metal music and “drug induced mysticism” that James so
heartily approves; the kind of nihilistic films and novels that are
reviewed at CC, and even the internet: the only way to convince all
of their women to get married, according to the rabbi interviewed
in the documentary.

Hitler and the Nazis saw it clearly too. They forbade non-closet,
overt homosexuality and degenerate music. And male bonding
among the Teutons was basically heterosexual. They ended up
forming families—nothing of the sort found in the novels of
outright degenerates like William Burroughs.
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Gospel Fictions, 5
Below, part of Gospel Fictions’ fifth chapter,
“Miracles (II): The Fourth Gospel” by Randel
Helms (ellipsis omitted):

The Fourth Gospel presents an
understanding of miracles quite different
from that in the Synoptics, and even uses a

word for miracle—sign (semeion)—which the others explicitly
reject. The understanding of “signs” in the Fourth Gospel, indeed
the word itself, stems from the Septuagint: Moses “wrought the
signs [semeia] before the people. And the people believed” (Ex.
4:30-31 LXX).

Mark 6:5 claims (though Matthew and Luke refuse to repeat the
verse) that in cases of weak faith, Jesus “could work no miracle.”
Nowhere in John is faith the precondition of miracle. In the
Synoptics, faith precedes the miracle; in John, the miracle
precedes faith. John’s uneasiness about miracle-engendered faith,
blending uncomfortably with the conviction that this was the way
Jesus chose to reveal himself, may lie behind the strange fact that
there are so few miracles in the Fourth Gospel: seven, compared
to twenty in Matthew and twenty-one in Luke. John’s way of
accounting for the paucity of his miracle stories is to declare that
he has written only a selection of a much larger number available
to him:

There were indeed many other signs [semeia] that Jesus
performed in the presence of his disciples, which are not
recorded in this book. Those here written have been recorded in
order that you may hold the faith that Jesus is the Christ, the
Son of God, and that through this faith you may possess life by
his name. (John 20:31-31)

 
The water made wine in Cana

An examination of the account of Elisha’s providing flour and oil
in III Kings LXX reveals some direct verbal sources for the story of
Jesus’ miracle at Cana.

One of the most puzzling aspects of this first miracle in the Fourth
Gospel is Jesus’ rudeness to his mother: “Woman, what have I to
do with you? [Ti emoi kai soi, gunai].” As has been seen before,
the statement is here not a historical report but an antitype of
Elijah: for the woman (gune) in need of food says to the prophet,
“What have I to do with thee? [ti emoi kai soi]” (III [I] Kings 17:18
LXX).

(Archaeologists at modern-day Cana found pieces of
stone jars, including the one shown here, that date to
the time of Jesus and appear to be the same type of jar
mentioned in the water-to-wine story.)

But as it happens, Elijah’s miracle provides flour,
not wine. Why the change?

It appears that this miracle story in the Fourth Gospel was not
only mediated through the story of Moses, where it picked up the
concept of “sign,” before it reached John; it also went through one
other transformation, influenced by the mythology of Dionysius.
As Bultmann has pointed out:

On the festival day of Dionysus the temple springs at Andros and
Teos were supposed every year to yield wine instead of water. In
Elis on the eve of the feast, three empty pitchers were put into
the temple and in the morning they were full of wine.

In other words the miracle story had an extensive history before it
reached the author of the Fourth Gospel. Neither he nor anyone
he knew attended a wedding at Cana-in-Galilee at which Jesus
provided a hundred and twenty gallons of wine to those who had
already drunk so freely they had exhausted the day’s provisions;
the story is fiction and has a clearly traceable literary lineage.
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A reply to a comment
Stevieb said…

I agree with all that [Stevieb refers to what I wrote here]. But this
is the first time I’ve read your blog, and you come across too
arrogant.

Fine—you don’t suffer fools—I get that. But I don’t get this
enthusiasm for bashing “monocausalists,” for me they’ll do just
fine for now.

Getting out from under the boot of Jewish ideological and political
domination is the first step. You’re probably confusing some of the
lesser intellects involved in this movement—of whom I would
reluctantly include myself—and that can be dangerous, or at least
counterproductive, in my opinion.

Having said all that, I’ll read on (no need to post this)…

Chechar said…

No need to post your above comment in this particular page? OK,
I will delete it and post it again in a proper thread (if you don’t
mind).

For most people “arrogance” is something like what popularly
passes as a jerk, but according to my Merriam-Webster’s
dictionary arrogance is “a genuine feeling of superiority that
shows itself in an overbearing manner or attitude…”

For the record, these are my recent posts about “monocausalism,”
a view that now I reject because I doubt we can blame a hundred
percent the Jews for the mess in today’s world and place zero
percent of blame on ourselves.

But the real crux is that if monocausalists are right, then Alex
Linder’s brutal “Let’s exterminate ’em all” makes sense. On the
other hand, if Christian universalism is to blame too for our
problems, exterminationism is highly problematic not only from
the moral viewpoint, but from the strategic viewpoint as well since
whites seem to have a loose screw doing big time, Gremlinesque
mischiefs on their own.

I agree with you that monocausalists are doing a superb job
though. Since Jews cannot be criticized in today’s traitorous
culture, it’s good to see that there are people that focus on them
and on them alone.

Nonetheless, if there’s something wrong going on in the white
psyche sans Jews, if we are really trapped in a device of our own
making, the Gremlinesque screw has to be tightened up a bit.

This is why we have to focus on the existing paradigm or
Weltanschauung that I call “Secular Christianity” or however you
may want to call it (political correctness, ethno-masochism,
deranged altruism, genetic communism, cultural Marxism): a set
of ideas as rigid and unexamined as anything that a Calvinist
could produce.

Nowadays this crystallized psychic structure, that many simply
call “liberalism,” is preventing whites from taking the kind of
inner action that would allow them to first rebel intellectually, and
then revolutionarily.

I may be arrogant, yes, but it’s worth remembering that even
Hitler himself, in his intimate table talks of 1941, spoke more
against Christian axiology than against Jewish influence.
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“Christianity is simply too universalist…”
I think James Whistler makes a good point when he says that
“everybody knows” Wall Street is run by Jews, just like “everybody
knows” Hollywood is run by Jews.

“Everybody knows” that Bernie Madoff was a Jew. Zero Hedge is a
hugely popular forum for the financial industry, and discussions of
Jewish fraud is open; attempts to silence discussion of Jews by the
usual hand-wringing have not been successful. “Everybody knows”
Goldman Sachs is a Jewish company.

The problem seems to be that there is no organized opposition to
Jewish power. “White” is far too broad a category, and our
traditional religion of Christianity is simply too universalist to
serve as a counter “evolutionary strategy” (not to mention how
Jewish it is). Of the Forbes 500 richest Americans, at least 60% or
more are White, but the only example I can remember of any of
them working together, sans Jews, would be Bill Gates and
Warren Buffet, and that was all personal, and even anti-White in
the larger sense.

The implicity-near-explicitly White Republican party eagerly falls
to their knees fawning over Jewish power and serves only to tamp
down any anti-Jewish sentiment among the conservative rank-
and-file, like their predecessors in the John Birch Society.

A while back The Occidental Observer talked a lot about Glenn
Beck, who was hugely popular and went right up to the line
discussing Jewish power—even going so far as to resurrect the
notorious Cleon Skousen—but his fan base just seemed to be too
dense to take the hint. The lump-fundies of the Evangelical right
basically worship Jews and Israel, and the patriotard right wingers
idolize the IDF and want nothing more than to join them in a
world-wide counter-jihad against Israel’s enemies.

So it’s not even a lack of awareness, it’s more like Stockholm
Syndrome. It’s as if Whites have fallen in love with a Jewess, and
want nothing more than to gain her favor, even if it requires giving
up their last shred of dignity.

—Richard Pierce
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LOTR quote

From the ashes a fire shall be woken,
A light from the shadows shall spring;

Renewed shall be blade that was broken,
The crownless again shall be king.
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Gospel Fictions, 4
Below, part of Gospel Fictions’ fourth chapter,
“Miracles I (The Synoptic Narratives)” by Randel
Helms (ellipsis omitted):

Käsemann’s judgment is that the “great
majority of the Gospel miracle stories must
be regarded as legends.” The kind of

incidents which in fact commend themselves as being historically
credible are “harmless episodes such as the healing of Peter’s
mother-in-law from a fever and the healing of so-called possessed
persons.”

The next two chapters will examine the thirty-odd narratives in
the Gospels which depict the Synoptic and Johannine attitudes
toward miracles, demonstrating their literary lineage, and discuss
how these fictional or legendary stories came to be composed.

Narratives about Jesus’ performing miracles were virtual
requirements, given first-century Christianity’s understanding of
the Old Testament. Matthew 11:2-5 makes this quite clear:

John, who was in prison, heard what Christ was doing, and sent
his own disciples to him with this message: “Are you the one
who is to come, or are we to expect some other?” Jesus
answered, “Go and tell John what you hear and see: the blind
recover their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are made clean, the
deaf hear, the dead are raised to life, the poor are hearing the
good news.”

Matthew has Jesus list what are, in fact, signs of the advent of the
New Age, as Isaiah had predicted: “The eyes of the blind shall be
opened, and the ears of the deaf shall hear. Then shall the lame
man leap as an hart” (Isa. 35:5 LXX). Matthew combined Second
Isaiah’s declaration using that prophet’s very words from the
Septuagint.

The resurrection of a dead son

Both Elijah and Elisha mediate two striking miracles, the creation
of abundance from little and the resurrection of a dead son. If
these sound familiar to a reader of the Gospels, we should not be
surprised.

Since Luke’s account of the raising of the widow of Nain’s son so
clearly betrays its literary origins in the Septuagint, I shall begin
with it:

And it came to pass [kai egeneto] afterwards that Jesus went to
a town called Nain, accompanied by his disciples and a large
crowd. As he approached the gate of the town he met a funeral.
The dead man was the only son of his widowed mother; and
many of the townspeople were there with her. When the Lord
saw her his heart went out to her, and he said, “Weep no more.”
With that he stepped forward and laid upon the bier; and the
bearers halted. Then he spoke: “Young man, rise up!” The dead
man sat up and began to speak; and Jesus gave him back to his
mother. Deep awe fell upon them all, and they praised God. “A
great prophet has arisen among us,” they said. (Luke 7:11-16)

Either Luke or some Greek-speaking Christian behind Luke
composed this story on the basis of the account in the Septuagint
version of Kings depicting the raising of the dead son of the widow
of Sarapeta (III, [I] Kings 17:8-10, 17, 19-23 LXX). Both stories
begin with a favorite Septuagintal formula, “And it came to pass.”
Both concern the dead son of a widow (chera). In both the prophet
“went” (eporeuthe) to the town, where he met a woman at the
“gate of the city” (ton pylona tes poleos—LXX; te pyle te poleos—
Luke), even though archaeological study has shown that the
village of Nain in Galilee never had a wall. Nain’s fictional gate is
there for literary reasons: Sarepta’s gate transferred. In both
stories the prophets speak and touch the dead son, who then
raises and speaks. In both stories it is declared that the miracle
certifies the prophet (“Behold, I know that thou art a man of
God”—LXX; “A great prophet has arisen”—Luke). And both stories
conclude with precisely the same words: “and he gave him to his
mother” (kai edoken auton te metri autou).

The raising of Jairus’ daughter

Early Christians knew, on the basis of Isaiah 26:19, that raising of
the dead was to be one of the signs of the advent of God’s
kingdom. The only Old Testament narratives of resurrection are in
the stories of Elijah and Elisha. In Mark 5, Matthew 9, and Luke 8,
the president of an unnamed synagogue, one Jairus (whose name,
“He will awaken,” betrays the representative and fictional nature
of the account), comes to Jesus. Like the Shunnamite woman to
Elisha, “falls at his feet and entreats him many times,” saying, in
both Mark and Luke, that his only daughter was dying. In
Matthew, to align more closely with the story’s Old Testament
source—as is typical of the careful and knowledgeable first
evangelist—the child is already dead.

The story stays close to the Old Testament original. In both, the
prophet, on the way to the child, receives a message that it is dead,
but continues resolutely. In both stories the prophet seeks privacy
for the miracle: “After turning all the others out, Jesus took the
child’s father and mother and his own companions and went in
where the child was lying,” just as Elisha shut the door upon
himself and the child. And in both, the prophet touches the child
and speaks, and the child awakes. In Mark, the parents were
“ecstatic with great ecstasy” (exestesan… ekstasei megale—Mark
5:42); in Kings, the mother of the child is “ecstatic with all this
ecstasy” (exestesas… pasan ten ekstasin tauten—IV Kings 4:31
LXX). Just as the widow of Nain’s son began as the widow of
Sarepta’s son, so the daughter of Jairus began as the dead child of
Shunnam.

* * *

The other process, the heightening of the miraculous and the
elimination of hints about the limitation of Jesus’ power to work
miracles, is evident in later treatments of Mark’s account of Jesus
at Nazareth. There in his own town, says Mark, he was not notably
successful:

Jesus said to them, “A prophet will always be held in honour
except in his home town, and among his kinsmen and family.”
He could work no miracle there, except that he put hands on a
few sick people and healed them, and he was taken aback by
their want of faith. (Mark 6:4-6)

Matthew, with a more “advanced” theology and a more fully
deified Jesus, could not accept Mark’s assertion, so he treated it as
fiction, untrue; it was not that Jesus could not perform great
miracles in the face of lack of faith in him, rather he chose not to
do so. Bearing this in mind, we may more readily grasp why
Matthew and Luke chose to leave out altogether two of Mark’s
miracle stories. Jesus is asked to heal a deaf mute:

He took the man aside, away from the crowd, put his fingers into
his [the man’s] ears, spat, and touched his tongue. Then, looking
up to heaven, he sighted, and said to him, “Ephphatha,” which
means, “Be opened.” With that his ears were opened and at the
same time the impediment was removed and he spoke plainly.
(Mark 7:33-35)

In the next chapter, Jesus is asked to cure a blind man:

He spat on his eyes, and laid his hands upon him, and asked
whether he could see any thing. The blind man’s sight began to
come back, and he said, “I see men; they look like trees, but they
are walking about.” Jesus laid his hands on his eyes again; he
looked hard, and now he was cured so that he saw everything
clearly. (Mark 8:23-25)

For Matthew and Luke, who eliminated both these stories from
their revisions of Mark, the notion that Jesus needed any kind of
ritual (magic word) or medicinal (spittle) help, or even that he
needed a little time and repetition of the treatment, was
unthinkable. (Matthew characteristically depicts Jesus’ miracle-
working powers as instantaneous.)

A Romanized Jesus in this painting found in a
Christian catacomb in Rome. The beardless Jesus
(Romans regarded the beard as a feature of the
Barbarians) also has short hair and is wearing a
Roman tunic.

Matthew ensures his story replaces the two he
removed from Mark by depicting the man as

both mute and blind.

Then they brought him a man who was possessed. He was blind
and dumb, and Jesus cured him, restoring both speech and
sight… But when the pharisees heard it, they said, “It is only by
Beelzebub prince of devils that this man drives the devils out.”
(Matt. 12:22-24).

A miracle story grows here before our eyes. Luke’s mute becoming
mute and blind.

Food miracles

Like so many of the other miracle stories, these too have their
origins in the Old Testament.

The disciples, though they have presumably just witnessed Jesus
feed five thousand with five loaves, naively ask, “How can anyone
provide all these people with bred in this lonely place?” —Mk.
8:14. Mark obviously found two stories in unrelated layers of oral
tradition and, failing to grasp that they were different versions of
the same story, put them into narrative sequence, making the
disciples appear unbelievable stupid.

In any event, both narratives stem from IV [II] Kings 4:42-44 read
as a typological foreshadowing of the career of Jesus. Both
Testaments specify the number of hungry persons (one hundred
in the Old; four and five thousand—much greater miracles!—in the
New); both specify the inadequate amount of food available
(twenty loaves in the Old Testament; five and four loaves—again
greater miracles—in the New). In both the prophets instruct their
disciples to feed the people, and in both the disciples protest the
inadequacy: Elisha’s disciple complains, “I cannot set this before a
hundred men” (IV [II] Kings 4:43); while Jesus’ disciple asks
“How can anyone provide all these people with bread?” (Mark
8:5). Finally, in both stories, the meager loaves are miraculously
amplified to feed all present and more: “And they ate, and left
some over” (IV [II] Kings 4:44); “They all ate to their heart’s
content, and seven baskets were filled with the scraps that were
left” (Mark 8:9).

Interestingly, the miracle of the loaves and fishes is one of the very
few Synoptic miracle stories which have also been used in the
Fourth Gospel.

Stilling the storm; walking on the sea

Jesus also showed his power over nature in fictions about water.
The ancients knew from Psalm 107 what power Yahweh has over
the sea (Ps. 107:25-30). In Jonah, the sailors “called on the Lord
and said, ‘O Lord, do not let us perish’” (1:14); in the Psalm, “They
cried to the Lord in their trouble.” As a consequence, Jonah says,
the “sea stopped raging” (1:15); the psalmist, “the storm sank to a
murmur, and the waves of the sea were stilled.”

Matthew knew, unlike Mark, that the stilling of the storm was
based in part one on the Book of Jonah, for again he rewrote his
version of Mark’s narrative. Taking key words from Jonah
—“Lord,” “save us,” “we perish”—Matthew rewrites Mark: a
fictional correction of a fictional account, each of which is based in
its own way on the Old Testament.

With this in mind, the nature of the rest of the miracle story as
Mark first wrote it is more easily grasped. If it seems strange that
Jesus could sleep in the stern of a small open fishing-boat in the
middle of a storm so violent that waves were breaking over the
vessel and filling it with water, Jesus’ sleep should be seen not as a
description of an event but as a literary necessity.

Jesus also showed his power over the sea by walking on it (Matt.
14; Mark 6; John 6); a variant of the stilling of the storm.

Both versions reveal their origin in the same part of the Old
Testament, Psalm 106 of the Septuagint (107 Heb.), with perhaps
additional influence from the Book of Job. Early Christians knew
from Job 9:8 that the Lord “walks on the sea [peripaton epi tes
thalasses] as on dry ground”; thus they also presented Jesus
“walking upon the sea” (peripaton epi tes thalasses—Mark 6: 48).
But for the basis of their narrative about this “predicted” event,
they went to the Septuagint Psalms, as may best be seen by
comparing Mark’s and John’s versions of the pericope. Matthew
enriches his account with a fascinating addition about Peter’s
effort to copy his Lord.
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Popular Mechanics on 9/11
Ever since in an article of a white nationalist blogsite I was called “a Jew”
and that my “behavior indicates that he’s a Jew” (by “behavior” the author
meant my criticism of the truther movement), I realized that truthers suffer
from huge psychological issues. For example, a commenter in that article’s
thread who has the Truth Movement as a sort of litmus test for what he
believes is the true nationalist, stated that the other “‘WN’ bloggers… are
probably posting from Tel Aviv.”

While demonstrating that I am not a Jew is quite easy in these times of
DNA tests, what I found disturbing is the notion that those who strongly
disagree with truthers must be Jews, or even conspiracists themselves.

The following excerpts, taken from James B. Meigs’ foreword and afterword
of Debunking 9/11 Myths corroborate that truthers are a little paranoid to
say the least. Meigs is, technically, our foe—he writes as if “racism” and
“anti-Semitism” were something wrong. Nonetheless, I find his arguments
demystifying conspiracy theories compelling (no ellipsis added):

Foreword

Popular Mechanics set out to
investigate conspiracy theories
about the 9/11 attacks in late 2004,
just as those claims were emerging
from the swamps of extremist
websites and radical Islamist
organizations. We had no idea how
much trouble we were about to stir
up. Our first magazine article on
the topic, which appeared in the

March 2005 issue, closely examined the major scientific, military,
aeronautical, and engineering-based claims commonly cited as
evidence that 9/11 was, as conspiracy theorists like to say, an
inside job. Our investigation found no evidence in support of the
conspiracy claims.

The article unleashed a flood of criticisms and accusations from
those supporting such theories. These attacks ranged from the
preposterous (it was said our magazine had published this
investigation on orders from a cabal of Masons and Illuminati) to
alarming (death threats were referred to our security department).
Clearly, we had touched a nerve. The article quickly became the
most widely read story in the history of Popular Mechanics’ Web
site, with over 7.5 million views. (A detailed account of the
reaction to our article, and what that reaction says about the
conspiracy movement, can be found in the original afterword to
this book on page 121 [see below].)

A team of Popular Mechanics reporters and editors then started
work on a far more detailed book-length version of the report. By
the time the first edition of this book was published in the summer
of 2006, the 9/11 conspiracy furor was reaching a tipping point.
The flurry of books on the topic had grown into an avalanche, with
certain writers, such as former Claremont School of Theology
professor David Ray Griffin, building a thriving cottage industry
around the topic. Conspiracy fans had, with Orwellian overtones,
taken to calling themselves “the 9/11 Truth Movement,” or simply
“truthers.” Extremist talk radio programs such as The Alex Jones
Show pushed the issue nonstop. And a video pastiche of
conspiracy theories, a quasi-documentary known as Loose
Change, was becoming an Internet sensation.

Popular Mechanics’ 9/11 project represented one of the relatively
few attempts by mainstream journalists to grapple seriously with
the conspiracy theory claims. So it was telling that most
conspiracy theorists quickly decided that Popular Mechanics too
was part of the conspiracy. In their minds, all our research could
therefore be rejected a priori. We had run head on into a
worldview that some experts call “conspiracism.” It is a mind-set
that insists on reaching a predetermined conclusion regardless of
what information is presented. Any facts that don’t fit the
conspiracy paradigm need to be explained away. Since 2004,
leading 9/11 theorist David Ray Griffin has written seven books
and edited two others on the subject of 9/11. He devoted a chapter
in his book, Debunking 9/11 Debunking: An Answer to Popular
Mechanics and Other Defenders of the Official Conspiracy
Theory, to explain why, in his view, the 9/11 reporting by Popular
Mechanics and other mainstream journalists is invalid.

Griffin’s book devotes many pages to the idea that Popular
Mechanics and our parent company, the Hearst Corporation, are
somehow implicated in the vast conspiracy he sees behind 9/11.
He digs up century-old controversies and finds tenuous links
between the magazine’s staff and various government officials. But
he never explains how a magazine—much less a major corporation
—could possibly convince its employees to help cover up the most
notorious mass murder in our nation’s history. Popular
Mechanics has close to 30 editorial staffers and dozens of
freelance contributors. Does Griffin imagine that whenever we
hire new editors I bring them into a secret bunker and initiate
them into an ultraclandestine society for world domination? Why
wouldn’t such prospective employees run screaming from our
building? In the years since we began our work on 9/11 conspiracy
theories, a number of our staffers have moved on to other jobs.
What would stop them from revealing a conspiracy that, if true,
would be one of the biggest journalistic scoops in history? Did we
swear them all to lifetime secrecy? As with so many conspiracy
claims, the whole elaborate fantasy becomes practically laughable
on close examination.

The original Popular Mechanics article addressed 16 of the most
common 9/11 conspiracy claims. The first edition of this book
expanded that list by four, and added much more detail. As a
result, many of the more adept theorists simply moved on to new
theories, or shifted their focus to issues that our team had not
covered as deeply. For example, at the time we published the first
edition, there was still no definitive account of why World Trade
Center 7—which was not hit by planes, only damaged by debris—
also collapsed. Not surprisingly, as the truther community moved
away from talk about missiles and pods, it began focusing
obsessively on elaborate theories concerning WTC 7. (With the
benefit of much more detailed engineering analysis, this edition
addresses—and debunks—those WTC 7 claims in depth.)

It is hard to argue without facts. And yet that is the position in
which 9/11 conspiracists increasingly find themselves. One by one,
the key factual underpinnings of their theories have been
demolished. But still they argue on, their passionate conviction
undiminished.

In the end, the truther community’s tendency toward
unintentional self-parody has perhaps done as much to
undermine its credibility as has the work of Popular Mechanics.
Just when the conspiracy movement seemed to be making real
headway toward deeply influencing American culture, a funny
thing happened: it began to turn into a punch line. South Park
offered a brutal parody of the conspiracist worldview in an episode
called “Mystery of the Urinal Deuce.” Comedian Jon Stewart
started tweaking truthers on The Daily Show, at one point holding
up a sign reading “9/11 WAS AN OUTSIDE JOB.” And, in a
common-sense answer to the vast legion of conspiracy-oriented
websites, an assortment of sharp, and often satirical, blogs has
emerged to challenge the truthers on their own turf. In particular,
the blog Screw Loose Change offers devastating analysis of the
truther community, and links to point-by-point rebuttals to the
claims advanced in Loose Change.

Of course, conspiracy theories involving 9/11 will never fully go
away. And a book like this, no matter how widely reported or
carefully updated, will never convince the most dedicated
conspiracists. But, on the eve of the tenth anniversary of the
September 11 attacks, it is important to have a clear, objective, and
thorough response to the consistently false and deeply malicious
claims of the conspiracy movement.

New York City
2011

Afterword

On February 7, 2005, I [James Meigs] became a member of the
Bush/Halliburton/Zionist/CIA/New World Order/Illuminati
conspiracy for global domination. It was on that day the March
2005 issue of Popular Mechanics, with its cover story debunking
9/11 conspiracy theories, hit newsstands. Within hours, the online
community of 9/11 conspiracy buffs—which calls itself the “9/11
Truth Movement”—was aflame with wild fantasies about me and
my staff, the magazine I edit, and the article we had published.

We had begun our plunge down the rabbit hole. Within hours, a
post on http://www.portland.indymedia.org, which claims to be
dedicated to “radical, accurate, and passionate tellings of truth,”
called me “James Meigs the Coward and Traitor.” Not long
afterward, another prominent conspiracy theorist produced an
analysis that concluded that Popular Mechanics is a CIA front
organization. Invective and threats soon clogged the comments
section of our Web site and poured in by e-mail:

YOU HAVE DECLARD YOURSELF ENEMY OF AMERICANS
AND FRIEND OF THE MOSSAD!

In a few short weeks, Popular Mechanics had gone from being a
100-year-old journal about science, engineering, car maintenance,
and home improvement to being a pivotal player in a global
conspiracy on a par with Nazi Germany. Not all the responses
were negative, of course. One visitor to our Web site, after plowing
through dozens of angry comments, left a supportive post that
included this astute observation:

Some people are open to any possibility, and honestly examine
all evidence in a rational manner to come to a conclusion,
followed by a moral evaluation. Others start with a desire for a
specific moral evaluation, and then work backwards assembling
any fact that supports them, and dismissing any fact that does
not.

As the hate mail poured in and articles claiming to have debunked
the magazine’s analysis proliferated online, we soon learned to
identify the key techniques that give conspiracy theorists their
illusion of coherence.

Marginalization of Opposing Views

The 9/11 Truth Movement invariably describes the mainstream
account of 9/11 as the “government version” or “the official
version.” In fact, the generally accepted account of 9/11 is made up
of a multitude of sources: thousands of newspaper, TV, and radio
reports produced by journalists from all over the world;
investigations conducted by independent organizations and
institutions, including the American Society of Civil Engineers,
Purdue University, Northwestern University, Columbia
University, the National Fire Protection Association, and
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.; eyewitness testimony from
literally thousands of people; recordings and transcripts of phone
calls, air traffic control transmissions, and other communications;
thousands of photographs; thousands of feet of video footage; and,
let’s not forget the words of Osama bin Laden, who discussed the
operation in detail on more than one occasion, including in an
audio recording released in May 2006 that said: “I am responsible
for assigning the roles of the 19 brothers to conduct these
conquests…”

The mainstream view of 9/11 is, in other words, a vast consensus.
By presenting it instead as the product of a small coterie of
insiders, conspiracists are able to ignore facts they find
inconvenient and demonize people with whom they disagree.

Argument by Anomaly

In an article about the Popular Mechanics 9/11 report, Scientific
American columnist Michael Shermer makes an important
observation about the conspiracist method: “The mistaken belief
that a handful of unexplained anomalies can undermine a well-
established theory lies at the heart of all conspiratorial thinking
(as well as creationism, Holocaust denial [Post-script note of
2018: Presently I don’t believe this belongs to conspiratorial
thinking] and the various crank theories of physics). All the
‘evidence’ for a 9/11 conspiracy falls under the rubric of this
fallacy.”

A successful scientific theory organizes masses of information into
a coherent, well-tested narrative. When a theory has managed to
explain the real world accurately enough for long enough, it
becomes accepted as fact. Conspiracy theorists, Shermer points
out, generally ignore the mass of evidence that supports the
mainstream view and focus strictly on tiny anomalies. But, in a
complex and messy world, the fact that there might be a few
details we don’t yet understand should not be surprising.

A good example is the conspiracist fascination with the collapse of
7 World Trade Center. Since the 47-story tower was not hit by an
airplane, only by the debris of the North Tower, investigators
weren’t sure at first just how or why it collapsed hours after the
attacks. A scientist (or for that matter, a journalist or historian)
might see that gap in our knowledge as an opportunity for further
research (see “WTC 7: Fire and Debris Damage,” page 53). In the
conspiracy world, however, even a hint of uncertainty is a chance
to set a trap. If researchers can’t “prove” exactly how the building
fell, they say, then there is only one other possible conclusion:
Someone blew it up.

♣

My comment:

Meigs’ afterword goes on for other ten pages but the excerpts
quoted above give the picture: a psychological analysis of the
truther mentality goes to the core to understand the movement.
For instance, this “Someone blew WTC 7 up” is exactly what I call
“paleologic” modes of mentation, and illustrated it with a classic
example by a psychiatrist: “If the Greeks are afflicted by
epidemics, it is because Phoebus wants to punish Agamemnon.”
(“Paleologism” is the subject of some chapters of my book.)

Re the Scientific American statement about “holocaust denial”
cited above even Mark Weber, a revisionist historian and current
director of the Institute for Historical Review (IHR) who has
authored over a hundred articles relating to holocaust claims, has
acknowledged that “it cannot be disputed” that “millions [of Jews]
were forced from their homes; millions lost their lives” (listen the
April 25, 2012 “Mark Weber Report: Holocaust Deceit,
Remembrance and Reality”).

Contrary to what WN truthers claim, I believe that rejecting 9/11
conspiracy theories, and seriously considering the new approach
to holocaust studies represented by Irmin Vinson, Mark Weber
and David Irving are the mark of the mature nationalist.
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Greece, the cradle of our civilization!
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Mental AIDS
Mental AIDS: the collapse of a people’s immune system in the
face of its decadence and its enemies. Louis Pauwels coined the
term in the 1980s and it set off a media scandal. In general, the
more the neo-totalitarian system is scandalized by an idea and
demonizes it, the more likely it’s true.

With biological AIDS, T4 lymphocytes, which are supposed to
defend the organism, fail to react to the HIV virus as a threat, and
instead treat it as a “friend”, helping it to reproduce.

European societies today are [similarly] menaced by the collapse
of their immunological defenses. As civil violence, delinquency
and insecurity explode everywhere, police and judicial measures
that might curb them are being undermined. The more Third
World colonization damages European peoples, the more
measures are taken to continue it. Just as Europe is threatened
with demographic collapse, policies which might increase the
birth rate are denounced and homosexuality idealized. Catholic
prelates argue with great conviction that “Islam is an enrichment”,
even as it clearly threatens to destroy them.

Resistance and Reconquest: faced
with their colonization by peoples from
the south and by Islam, Europeans,
objectively speaking, are in a situation of
resistance. Like Christian Spain between
the Eighth and Fifteenth centuries, their
project is one of reconquest.

Resistance today is called “racism” or
“xenophobia”, just as native resisters to

colonial oppression were formerly called “terrorists.” A semantic
reversal is in order here: those who favor the immigrant
replacement population ought, henceforward, to be called
“collaborators.”

Revolution: a violent reversal of the political situation, following
the advent of a crisis and the intervention of an active minority.

♣

From Faye’s “Metapolitical Dictionary.”
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The European Races in Colonies

Madison Grant’s The Passing of the Great Race,
published in 1916, is a classic in race studies. Below, a
few excerpts from the chapter, “The European Races in
Colonies” (no ellipsis added):

For reasons already set forth there are few communities outside of
Europe of pure European blood. The racial destiny of Mexico and
of the islands and coasts of the Spanish Main is clear. The white
man is being rapidly bred out by Negroes on the islands and by
Indians on the mainland. It is quite evident that the West Indies,
the coast region of our Gulf States, perhaps, also the black belt of
the lower Mississippi Valley must be abandoned to Negroes. This
transformation is already complete in Haiti and is going rapidly
forward in Cuba and Jamaica. Mexico and the northern part of
South America must also be given over to native Indians with an
ever thinning veneer of white culture of the “Latin” type.

In Venezuela the pure whites number about one per cent of the
whole population, the balance being Indians and various crosses
between Indians, Negroes and whites. In Jamaica the whites
number not more than two per cent, while the remainder are
Negroes or mulattoes.

In Mexico the
proportion is larger,
but the unmixed
whites number less
than twenty per cent
of the whole, the
others being Indians
pure or mixed. These
latter are the
“greasers” of the
American

frontiersman.

Where two distinct species are located side by side history and
biology teach that but one of two things can happen; either one
race drives the other out, as the Americans exterminated the
Indians and as the Negroes are now replacing the whites in
various parts of the South; or else they amalgamate and form a
population of race bastards in which the lower type ultimately
preponderates. This is a disagreeable alternative with which to
confront sentimentalists but nature is only concerned with results
and neither makes nor takes excuses. The chief failing of the day
with some of our well-meaning philanthropists is their absolute
refusal to face inevitable facts, if such facts appear cruel.

In the Argentine white blood of the various European races is
pouring in so rapidly that a community preponderantly white, but
of the Mediterranean race, may develop, but the type is
suspiciously swarthy.

In Brazil, Negro blood together with that of the native inhabitants
is rapidly overwhelming the white Europeans, although in the
southern provinces German immigration has played an important
role and the influx of Italians has also been considerable.

Throughout history it is only the race of the leaders that has
counted and the most vigorous have been in control and will
remain in mastery in one form or another until such time as
democracy and its illegitimate offspring, socialism, definitely
establish cacocracy and the rule of the worst and put an end to
progress. The salvation of humanity will then lie in the chance
survival of some sane barbarians who may retain the basic truth
that inequality and not equality the law of nature.

Australia and New Zealand, where the natives have been virtually
exterminated by the whites, are developing into communities of
pure Nordic blood and will for that reason play a large part in the
future history of the Pacific. The bitter opposition of the
Australians and Californians to the admission of Chinese coolies
and Japanese farmers is due primarily to a blind but absolutely
justified determination to keep those lands as white man’s
countries.

In Africa, south of the Sahara, the density of the native population
will prevent the establishment of any purely white communities,
except at the southern extremity of the continent and possibly on
portions of the plateaux of eastern Africa. The stoppage of famines
and wars and the abolition of the slave trade, while dictated by the
noblest impulses of humanity, are suicidal to the white man. Upon
the removal of these natural checks Negroes multiply so rapidly
that there will not be standing room on the continent for white
men, unless, perchance, the lethal sleeping sickness, which attacks
the natives far more frequently than the whites, should run its
course unchecked.

The Negroes of the United States while stationary, were not a
serious drag on civilization until in the last century they were
given the rights of citizenship and were incorporated in the body
politic. These Negroes brought with them no language or religion
or customs of their own which persisted but adopted all these
elements of environment from the dominant race, taking the
names of their masters just as to-day the German and Polish Jews
are assuming American names.

Looking at any group of Negroes in America, especially in the
North, it is easy to see that while they are all essentially Negroes,
whether coal-black, brown or yellow, a great many of them have
varying amounts of Nordic blood in them, which has in some
respects modified their physical structure without transforming
them in any way into white men. This miscegenation was, of
course, a frightful disgrace to the dominant race but its effect on
the Nordics has been negligible, for the simple reason that it was
confined to white men crossing with Negro women and did not
involve the reverse process, which would, of course, have resulted
in the infusion of Negro blood into the American stock.

The United States of America must be regarded racially as a
European colony and owing to current ignorance of the physical
bases of race, one often hears the statement made that native
Americans of Colonial ancestry are of mixed ethnic origin.

This not true. The Nordic blood was kept pure in the Colonies
because at that time among Protestant peoples there was a strong
race feeling, as a result of which half-breeds between the white
man and any native type were regarded as natives and not as
white men.

Concentration of whites in the
American Continent

In the Catholic colonies,
however, of New France and
New Spain, if the half-breed
were a good Catholic he was
regarded as a Frenchman or
a Spaniard, as the case might
be. This fact alone gives the
clew to many of our Colonial
wars where the Indians,
other than the Iroquois, were
persuaded to join the French

against the Americans by half-breeds who considered themselves
Frenchmen. The Church of Rome has everywhere used its
influence to break down racial distinctions. It disregards origins
and only requires obedience to the mandates of the universal
church. In that lies the secret of the opposition of Rome to all
national movements. It maintains the imperial as contrasted with
the nationalistic ideal and in that respect its inheritance is direct
from the Empire.

Race consciousness in the Colonies and in the United States, down
to and including the Mexican War, seems to have been very
strongly developed among native Americans and it still remains in
full vigor to-day in the South, where the presence of a large Negro
population forces this question upon the daily attention of the
whites.

In New England, however, whether through the decline of
Calvinism or the growth of altruism, there appeared early in the
last century a wave of sentimentalism, which at that time took up
the cause of the Negro and in so doing apparently destroyed, to a
large extent, pride and consciousness of race in the North. The
agitation over slavery was inimical to the Nordic race, because it
thrust aside all national opposition to the intrusion of hordes of
immigrants of inferior racial value and prevented the fixing of a
definite American type.

There has been little or no Indian blood taken into the veins of the
native American, except in States like Oklahoma and in some
isolated families scattered here and there in the Northwest. This
particular mixture will play no very important role in future
combinations of race on this continent, except in the north of
Canada.

The native Americans [i.e., whites] are splendid raw material, but
have as yet only an imperfectly developed national consciousness.
They lack the instinct of self-preservation in a racial sense. Unless
such an instinct develops their race will perish, as do all organisms
which disregard this primary law of nature. Nature had granted to
the Americans of a century ago the greatest opportunity in
recorded history to produce in the isolation of a continent a
powerful and racially homogeneous people and had provided for
the experiment a pure race of one of the most gifted and vigorous
stocks on earth, a stock free from the diseases, physical and moral,
which have again and again sapped the vigor of the older lands.
Our grandfathers threw away this opportunity in the blissful
ignorance of national childhood and inexperience.

The result of unlimited immigration is showing plainly in the
rapid decline in the birth rate of native Americans because the
poorer classes of Colonial stock, where they still exist, will not
bring children into the world to compete in the labor market with
the Slovak, the Italian, the Syrian and the Jew. The native
American is too proud to mix socially with them and is gradually
withdrawing from the scene, abandoning to these aliens the land
which he conquered and developed. The man of the old stock is
being crowded out of many country districts by these foreigners
just as he is to-day being literally driven off the streets of New
York City by the swarms of Polish Jews. These immigrants adopt
the language of the native American, they wear his clothes, they
steal his name and they are beginning to take his women, but they
seldom adopt his religion or understand his ideals and while he is
being elbowed out of his own home the American looks calmly
abroad and urges on others the suicidal ethics which are
exterminating his own race.

As to what the future
mixture will be it is
evident that in large
sections of the
country the native
American will
entirely disappear.
He will not
intermarry with
inferior races and he

cannot compete in the sweat-shop and in the street trench with
the newcomers. Large cities from the days of Rome, Alexandria,
and Byzantium have always been gathering points of diverse races,
but New York is becoming a cloaca gentium which will produce
many amazing racial hybrids and some ethnic horrors that will be
beyond the powers of future anthropologists to unravel.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.
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the Holocaust
perpetrated by the
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Germans, civilians included
(here).
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pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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